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THIS GREAT GIVEAWAY CLOSED 03/01/13. THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO ENTERED.
Think precuts are only for quilting? Think again! In her new book for Creative Publishing International, creative dynamo, Elaine
Schmidt shows how you can make home décor projects, wearables, accessories, gifts and more... all using precuts. Precut
Patchwork Party starts with the basics of the shapes and sizes available, the best tools and supplies, and general techniques.
Then, it rolls right in to 18 inspired projects. Today, Elaine and her publisher have allowed Sew4Home to feature one of those
projects as a free download! Plus, they've provided a copy of the book for us to giveaway.
We first met Elaine Schmidt through her book, The Complete Photo Guide To Ribbon Crafts. It was, hands-down, the best
book on working with ribbons we'd ever seen. You can find our original review here, and the book is still widely available,
including through Amazon.
Based on her combination of inventiveness and expertise, we knew this new book would be a must-have as well. The
comprehensive getting started section is fantastic just on its own. We especially loved all the techniques; Elaine's process
always shows us an easy way to get a great result. Take a peek at her rolled rosette made from a jelly roll strip.
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The variety of project options is very nice. You can make a trendy yoga mat bag from jelly roll strips cut into small squares and
patchworked together. Elaine has good notes on balancing color and pattern.

Or, how about a set of soft blocks and a snuggly blanket that mix charm squares and super soft Minky?
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The project we chose, and which Elaine and her publisher so graciously agreed to let us feature for free, is the Tisket Tasket
Fabric Basket. This woven wonder is made from just 10 jelly roll strips. What a great way to showcase ten different patterns
from within one colorful collection.
The project is provided as a downloadable .pdf file. Click the image below to download. You will need Adobe Acrobat Reader ,
which is a free program. Be aware this PDF file is 2.8MB, so please be patient with the download process.

Since this sample project will only whet your appetite for more, check out your favorite retailer for your own copy of Precut
Patchwork Party: Modern Projects to Sew and Craft with Fabric Strips, Squares and Fat Quarters. And, of course, enter for
your chance to win a copy. Want another chance to win a copy of Precut Patchwork Party and see a tutorial for how to make
that rolled rosette fabric flower? Visit the publisher's fun blog, Craftside!

How to enter to win the Sew4Home copy of Precut
Patchwork Party
THIS GREAT GIVEAWAY CLOSED 03/01/13. THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO ENTERED.
1) Leave a qualifying comment that meets the criteria of the giveaway.
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See description below under the heading "Qualifying Comments."
2) Tell us how to contact you should you win. While you can leave your email address with your comment, we highly
recommend you register with us and login (top of the page) before you comment; your email address is then hidden from view.
You are also free to simply make a comment and choose not to be entered.

Having trouble?
The links below should help.
How do I register?
Forgot your login?
Get a spam notice on your entry?
We have worked diligently to fine-tune our spam filters, but on occasion spam filters classify perfectly legitimate comments as
spam. Don't take it personally – some complex bit of software didn't get it right. Our goal is to open filters enough to let in
comments while blocking the millions of spammers who use commenting forms to spread disreputable links and malware. It's a
fine line, however, and no system is perfect. Please try your entry again. If you still have trouble, contact us and we will
manually post your entry.
Other issue?
Our support email is info@sew4home.com .

Qualifying Comments: Join Our Social Media Community
To enter to win, if you don't already, please take a minute to like us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter and/or follow our boards
on Pinterest.
This task completed, come back to today's article and leave us a comment. Tell us what how you mix sewing and socializing.
We will draw one person at random from everyone who posts a qualifying comment on this article as of midnight PT March 1,
2013. No purchase necessary to enter. Void where prohibited.
We will contact our random winner by email to coordinate shipping.
As we mentioned above, make it easy for us to notify you should you be our lucky winner. Simply register with us and login
before you comment. Your email address is then hidden from view.
NOTE: Due to complex contest legal restrictions and customs requirements that differ from country to country, we are
currently able to accept entries from and send prizes to a USA postal address only (cannot be a P.O. Box). Good luck to
everyone!
Remember, join our social media community then post your comment below to enter.
Scroll to the BOTTOM of the page to find an empty comment window. After you post, your comment will automatically display
at the TOP of the comments on the page.
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